
6 Somerset Sq, Goonellabah

"Mystique" - Exceptional Designer
Home with Mountain Views!
This property has been built with true craftmanship, a desirable

floor plan which allows for great separation of living along with

beautiful features that will make you instantly fall in love!

Positioned in an elevated position in a quiet cul-de-sac in the

northern ridges, this home will inspire all your senses.

Designed and built over split levels this home features large

spacious light filled rooms with high ceilings. All the rooms are

of generous proportions with a neutral colour scheme

throughout and quality fixtures and fittings. This home will be

one you will enjoy living, relaxing and entertaining in.

There are four bedrooms - the master bedroom is set away

from the others and enjoys lovely views out to the mountains,

adjoining large ensuite and robe along with white timber

shutters that frame the glass sliding doors that open onto its
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own secluded verandah.

The living room is grand with high timber beamed ceilings, air

conditioning, adjoining dining room and there is a well set out

brand new gourmet designer kitchen with excellent storage,

gas cooking and large work spaces that will appeal to any home

cook or chef. Easy access to the large laundry. This home

provides exceptional flexibility while the current owner has

created a formal living room on the top level, this room could

be easily used as a fourth bedroom.

There are so many beautiful features in this home, from the

warmth of polished hardwood floors, a cosy courtyard at the

front, to amazing outdoor entertainment decks that run to the

rear of the home which are a perfect spot for relaxing or

entertaining with friends and family while taking in the majestic

mountain rural views. The yard is fully fenced and shares an

ample flat yard for the kids or fur babies to play safely. The

gardens will delight you with an array of landscaped shrubs and

flowering plants that give this property a sense of serene

privacy.

This home will suit families or active retirees that are looking for

a home with style and class, a short distance to the university,

hospitals, schools and a short drive to the Lismore business

centre or the village of Alstonville. This property provides an

exceptional home and will live up to a promise to inspire and

delight you!

The current owner has found her next home at the coast and

invite viewings and offers of this spectacular home call

exclusive selling agents Melanie Stewart 0421 560 936 or Robyn

Hunt 0448 448 758 from the team at Melanie Stewart Real

Estate.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified

whether or not that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other

in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no

more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in

order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


